
Dear Parents, 

Over the next  term we will be following a unit of work on a theme that focuses on ‘Civilisations’. During this unit we will be focusing on History, 

Geography, Technology, Art, Music, Physical Education, Community and Global. 

Children will be reading, researching, writing, illustrating, working on their own and working in groups. We will be checking to see how well your child 

has learned through particular activities and asking children to explain their work, perhaps to you.  In addition the children will complete a quiz on the 

key vocabulary and powerful knowledge . You can see in advance what we will be asking the children (quiz) and what they need to know ( knowledge 

organiser) as they are attached in this booklet.  

We already know the interest you take in your child’s work. If you can, please discuss with your child the work they have done as the term progresses 

and let them teach you. If your child has some work to research, please help them, but without actually doing the work. If you have the chance to 

further their interest in the ideas of this theme please take it, but your enthusiasm and interest is most important. By the end of the unit, we hope 

your child has achieved all of the learning targets; we hope they have had an enjoyable time in the classroom and we hope you have enjoyed seeing 

your child work with enthusiasm. If you have any comments or questions about your child’s learning, please get in touch. 



In Science, we’ll be finding out: 

• how sounds are made, associating some of them with 
something vibrating 

• how vibrations from sounds travel through a medium 
to the ear 

• how to find patterns between the pitch of a sound 
and features of the object that produced it 

• how to find patterns between the volume of a sound 
and the strength of the vibrations that produced it 

•  that sounds get fainter as the distance from the 

sound source increases 

In Physical Education, we’ll be finding out: 

 how to use the rhythms of African music 

to create a dance. 

 How to use dance to keep us fit and 

healthy. 

In Geography, we’ll be finding out: 

• about the Geography of West Africa and 

creating a map of Benin city  

• The location of some ancient cities and 

civilisations.  

In Art, we’ll be finding out: 

 • How to create West African masquerade masks and costumes  

• Exploring Islamic art and creating our own geometric design 

In History, we’ll be finding out: 

 • Exploring the religious beliefs of the Mayans 

• what happened to the Kingdom of Benin 

 • about the wonders and achievements of the Golden Age of 

Islam 

In Community we’ll be finding out: 

• How to work as a team 

• How previous communities worked well together and 

what caused their downfall 

In Global, we’ll be finding out: 

• about modern day Mayans and Muslims 

• about the Mayans from the buildings and artefacts they left 

behind 



Overarching theme 

Brave, bold and Superheroes 

Inquiry into interconnectedness of individuals and 

civilizations, from local and global perspectives past, 

future and present, peace and conflict resolution. 

Key Vocabulary  

Common Era 

Before Common Era 

Chitchen Itza 

Artefacts 

Codices 

Hierarchy 

Powerful Knowledge  

The Maya used a system of symbol writing similar to the 

Ancient Egyptians. There were around 700 glyphs to represent 

words or parts of words.  

Evolution is change over time.    

 Evolution occurs when there is competition to survive (natural 

selection)  

 Differences within a species can be caused by inheritance and 

mutations.   

 Mutations are random changes (which are not inherited from 

the parents).  

The city of Benin was divided into more than 40 wards which 

were areas where craftspeople would live and work.  They 

used a system of exchange goods to make a living.  

Using the work previously done by the Ancient Greeks and 

Romans, the Islamic Golden Age contributed to significant 

intellectual and cultural achievements including advances in 

education, agriculture, medicine, mathematics, art and 

architecture 

The ancient Mayan civilisation was located in what is now 

Southern Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, Honduras and El 

Salvador.  

The Edo people used to tell stories and as part of these stories 

a masquerade was performed.  

The Qu’ran teaches that as only God should be worshipped, 

living creatures should not be shown in art work. Geometric 

patterns are used instead to symbolise the order of the 

Explanation of the theme 

Civilisations 

This unit looks at 3 non-European civilisations and provides 

opportunities to compare and contrast them. The children will 

look at the reasons behind their  rise and some possible reasons 

for their decline.  
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Artefacts    Chitchen Itza   Islamic 

Benin        Codices         Masquerade 

Calendar     Decline         Mayans 

Codices      Edo             Stories 

Timeline     West Africa 

Which of the three civilisations would you most like to be a part of? Explain your reasons.  

Why do you think the Mayan empire 

declined?  

Taddington and 
Priestcliffe  

Use the Mayan hieroglyphs above to write your name and favourite colour. 

Much of Islamic art has a distinct design. Rather than use animals or 

________ in their design, Islamic artists often used a variety of intricate 

designs and _______.  

One pattern commonly used by Islamic artists is called "________" Ara-

besque uses intricate patterns of leaves and flowers. These patterns were 

common in wooden carvings, stone reliefs on buildings, textiles, and in dec-

orated books.  

 

Islamic artists also used geometric patterns called "__________” and artis-

tic writing called "__________" in their designs. 

arabesque calligraphy people tessellation patterns 



Overarching theme 

Brave, bold and Superheroes 

Inquiry into interconnectedness of individuals and 

civilizations, from local and global perspectives past, 

future and present, peace and conflict resolution. 

Overview and outcomes  

This is a three (plus) week planning sequence 
using The Lion and the Unicorn by Shirley 
Hughes, where children explore the text in its 
historical context and discuss the themes and 
imagery within.  
They explore a range of grammatical concepts 
including dialogue to create inference about a 
character, a variety of noun phrases to create 
description, character comparisons using 
conjunctions, personification and prepositions 
to describe a setting.  
Children write a range of diary entries, letters, 
character comparisons, setting descriptions and 
finish by writing their own evacuation narrative.  

National Curriculum Coverage 

Key sentence type 

__ing, __ed.  

The sentence must begin with a subordinate 
clause which begins with a verb ending in ‘ing’, 
followed by the location of the action.  
 
Examples: 
Walking in the bush, she stopped at the sight of 
a crocodile facing her. 
Running near the beach, he halted as the 
ground gave way. 
Jumping quickly through the air, she landed on 
her feet before sprinting away.  

Literacy Autumn half term 2  
Year 3 and Year 4 

Leopards 

Taddington and Priestcliffe 
Knowledge organiser  



Overarching theme 

Brave, bold and Superheroes 

Inquiry into interconnectedness of individuals and 

civilizations, from local and global perspectives past, 

future and present, peace and conflict resolution. 

Overview and outcomes  

This 3 week planning sequence is based on 

the story Odd and the Frost Giants by Neil 

Gaiman.  

It includes exemplified grammar activities 

throughout, as well as Drama techniques 

such as thought-tapping.  

Visual images are also incorporated.  

National Curriculum Coverage 

Key sentence type 

As –ly 
The first part of the sentence opens with an 
action description which starts with the word 
As… and ends with an adverb. 
The second part of the sentence is a description 
of a related, and often consequential, action.  
 
Examples 
As the rain came down heavily, the children ran 
for shelter.  
As the wind screamed wildly, the lost giant 
lumbered along the path.  

Literacy Autumn half term 2  
Year 3 and Year 4 

Leopards 

Taddington and Priestcliffe 
Knowledge organiser  
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